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FLEXIBILITY | Bending easily without breaking, the willingness to change
DEAR FRIENDS
What a difference a year has made! Last summer found us
welcoming the season in anticipation of the bustling days
associated with our up north summers. This year finds us
still welcoming the season but serving Neighbors in a much
different way. Since mid-March the food pantry has become
a drive-through model, and financial assistance is being given
over the phone. We’ve been helping people with clothing on
an individual and as-needed basis because the building and
Clothing Center have been closed. GED continues to run
remotely, with students participating in a virtual graduation
service. Never have we imagined a time when we would not
be able to welcome Neighbors and volunteers into BACN’s
building. The building is quiet these
days. We miss hearing Neighbors
visit and laugh together, seeing
children play in the clothing
center and watching the GED
students walking in and out
of the classroom. We miss our
volunteer family terribly, and
are grateful to those who are
currently coming in to answer
phones and help in the pantry.
Flexibility has been key to making

the changes needed to keep going, and we’re proud to be
part of such a flexible community. From the agencies who so
nimbly have continued to serve, to the local presses sharing
assistance resources, to the businesses that completely
changed service protocols, to the patrons who have stepped
up to support them--we’ve all had a piece in sustaining our
community. While we don’t know the timeline for reopening,
we have confidence in our local health department to guide
our steps for safely letting people back into the building.
As our economy rebuilds, BACN will see families who have
never before needed assistance, and we will be here, eager
to welcome them. We are only able to make that commitment
with confidence due to our caring community. Ours is truly a
neighborhood where people take seriously the honor of being
their brother’s and sister’s keeper. As our community takes its
next steps together, we’re thankful for all of you, and for the
flexibility of your open arms and hearts.
Gratefully,

Gerri VanAntwerp,
Executive Director

FLEXIBILITY IN ACTION
INSPIRE D TO HE LP

HIGH LIGHT ON A PARTN E R’S FLE XIBILIT Y
A grateful nod goes to The Benzie Bus, who during this pandemic has changed their
service model from in-person rides (still being safely provided at 50% capacity as
needed) to being the community’s free delivery system for food, prescriptions and
face masks! When BACN first approached Benzie Bus to ask if Neighbors could have
their food bags loaded right onto the bus, and not have to disembark, the Bus raised
the bar by asking, “What if we just pick up the food and deliver it right to their door?
Then they don’t even have to ride.”

BACN has been the recipient of so many creative
community and individual efforts to help during this
time! The Roadhouse Mexican Bar and Grill and A&W
of Frankfort gave us dozens of gift cards so Neighbors
could enjoy an evening meal. The Garden Theater
hosted a virtual 5K with proceeds going to BACN.
Individuals bought hundreds of restaurant gift cards
and coupons to slip into pantry food bags.
The impact of one community member is going an
especially long way in helping BACN cover additional
costs. Hank Dow saw a 9 & 10 News article detailing
funding needs of area food pantries, in tandem with
the growing number of people out of work and unable
to feed their families. Dow, a long-time supporter of
BACN, was inspired to help.
“My initial plan was to donate $10,000. Upon further
consideration I wanted a plan that might inspire
and include many others. That led to a donation
of $5,000 and a community challenge to raise
another $5,000, which I would match. If this was
accomplished it would raise much more than my
initial plan,” said Dow. “I was hoping this challenge
would build a sense of community during these
troubling times, and would let people participate no
matter how large or small the donation.”
As the community raced to meet the challenge, Dow
saw his original goal far exceeded. “I’m overwhelmed
by the response to this challenge,” he said. “For
me, the gift is in the giving. I am touched by the
generosity of our community, and my heartfelt thanks
goes out to all the donors who responded. My hope
is for donors to continue to participate generously
throughout the duration of this crisis.”

As of this press date, the Benzie Bus has delivered food for BACN and other
local pantries nearly 200 times during the COVID-19 crisis. They’ve also delivered
prescriptions over 100 times, shopped for
and delivered groceries nearly 500 times, and
have delivered needed hand-made face masks
to well over 1,000 individuals and business.
Benzie Bus Mobility Manager Jessica
Carland says, “It is an honor to serve our
community, and we will continue to adjust our
service model to meet the changing needs
of our residents. We applaud BACN for its
exceptional services, and are thrilled to be
their partner.”

KE E PING IN TOUC H WITH VOLUNTE E RS
Over the past few months, Volunteer Coordinator Sally Bobek has been keeping in
touch with the volunteers, making about 15 calls per week along with some emails
and texts. “The thing I hear right away, and in almost every call is, “When can we
come back?””, says Bobek. “People miss visiting. These phone calls are lasting
between 15 minutes and an hour. They share the activities they are doing—lots of
crafts being made, and we joke that when this is all done we’ll have a nice craft fair.”
In order to have a sense of normalcy, Zoom meetings were scheduled one week for
each day’s volunteers to gather, and experience a time of sharing. It wasn’t quite the
same as our cherished morning
meetings, but people were very
happy to see each other again.
The most frustrating thing? Bobek
says, “I’d love to tell them with
certainty when we can all come
back, but the truth is we just
don’t know. We’re listening to all
the guidelines from the Health
Department and are going to do
whatever we need to do to keep
serving people, but also to keep
people safe.

FLEXIBILIT Y M AKES BUILDINGS TO BE STRONGER,
I M A G I N E W H AT I T C A N D O T O YO U R S O U L .
– C A R L O S B A R R I O S , R E N O W N E D M AYA N P R I E S T

“ F L E X I B I L I T Y I S T H E K E Y T O S TA B I L I T Y.”
– COAC H JOHN WOODE N

GE D CONTINUES

LOOKING AHE AD

Each year an average of 6 students have obtained their high school diplomas or
GEDs through BACN’s partnership with the Michigan Works!/Traverse Bay Area
Intermediate School District. BACN pays for the certified instructor, and students
have the convenience of working on their educational goals at BACN, rather than
traveling to Traverse City or Manistee.

What can we expect in the
months ahead? While everyone
wishes for the proverbial crystal
ball, BACN is busy working
to build the food and funding
reserves to address issues that
may arise later this year.

While the pandemic has created challenges, certified instructor Sue Oseland says her
students have been up to the task. “My ideal for the students has been a one-on-one
study model. Now we’ve moved to a different model of utilizing the online system
and texting as the primary communication mode,” she said.
Even though she had to flip her study model mid-year, Oseland says five of her
students are pressing ahead for their GED this year. She went on to explain some
of the challenges being faced by her students. “Some have been dealing with the
multiple stresses of job lay-offs plus having children who are now home from school.
Adding to the struggle is the fact that GED testing sites across Michigan have been
closed. We do anticipate being able to access the sites soon, but like everyone we’re
dealing with unknowns. We’re going week by week.”
Despite the obstacles, the graduates are set to be celebrated for their accomplishments.
The Michigan Works Adult Education Director, teachers and aides have planned a
virtual graduation on June 11, featuring photos of the students in caps and tassels. We
applaud these students for their tenacity in reaching goals during a difficult time!

“I’VE NEVER ASKED FOR HELP…”
Many in our area are feeling the frustration of needing to ask for help due to recent
layoffs. The problem is when they apply for government assistance, their income history
(when they were employed full time) is considered and they are often turned away.
One new Neighbor shared her experience with BACN:
“I have never asked for help and was very embarrassed to do so, all the more so when
the Department of Health and Human Services refused to help me. I thought twice
before calling you, but the person who answered said right away, “We are here to help
you!” This gave me confidence and faith that perhaps you could save me. Thank you.”

NOTE FROM A GRATEFUL NEIGHBOR
“Hi! I just wanted to send a little note as a thank-you to BACN. Every time I have
picked up food there I feel spoiled. Fresh foods, fruits and veggies. Kind people and
generous. I don’t know if the volunteers ever get thanked but would you please pass on
a thank you? I seriously feel spoiled with a car full of good food for my kids today!”

SUMME R M ATC H
We are grateful to the John L. Mulvaney Foundation for providing this annual summer
challenge to our community. Our Neighbors—those that were already using BACN
and those who are new to us—depend on BACN to be there when life hands them
seemingly insurmountable obstacles. The funds raised through this match—dollar for
dollar up to $100,000, will ensure BACN can remain the place that says, “Yes, we
can help!” The match period runs through August 31. Donations can be made online
or mailed to BACN at PO Box 93, Benzonia MI, 49616.

Program Services Coordinator Liz Ham says,
“People have been expressing their thanks to
us for our help, but I’m not seeing a lot of fear
just yet. I think that will change toward the end
of summer or early fall. Extra unemployment
benefits will eventually end. Landlords will again
be able to evict, and just as winter weather begins
to loom, utility companies will begin shutoffs for
delinquent bills. Schools will stop providing the
extra food. What happens if school does not
start up as planned in the fall? Then there will
be daycare issues on top of the lack of food.
And many people are not going to get their jobs
back.”
BACN Operations Director Michelle Northrup
says, “We’ve definitely seen an increase in food
prices. And for us, the difference is currently
coming in the form of shipping expenses. We’ve
not been able to take advantage of everyone’s
willingness to help with going out and buying
food for us, due to reasons surrounding the
pandemic.” So far food shipments have been
coming through, and in our region we have not
seen the shortages of meat and other items
others have experienced. “The grocery stores
themselves are struggling with their own level of
demand,” says Northrup. “All at once people who
eat out all the time are needing to buy enough to
cook their own food.”
Whatever lies ahead, we are grateful to our giving
community—their generous donations are helping
us plan to sustain services as needed in the
months ahead.
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OUR TWO MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Sally Dutton
Molly Harrison
Rev. Patty Higgins
Linda Kehr | Secretary
George Marsh | Vice President
John O’Neal | Treasurer
Penny Szczechowski
Julie Tebo
Gwen Van Dorp | President

ARE YOU STILL GOING AHEAD WITH THE BUILDING PROJECT?
A resounding YES! The pandemic has done much to confirm what we’ve known for so long--that the
current building limits our capacity to help Neighbors. While we’ve been able to adapt, we know we could
be doing more. If the new building were already in place the improved number of exits, interior traffic
flow and outside lighting would allow us to accommodate social distancing mandates while still allowing
Neighbors into the building. The separation of clothing and food areas would allow us to keep the clothing
area open. BACN is and always will be more than a building. But that new building will be the tool to allow
increased outreach, flexibility and sustainability. The pandemic has only increased our sense of urgency for
this project, and we are eager to press forward!

Gerri VanAntwerp | Executive Director

HOW CAN I HELP? WHAT DO YOU NEED?

DEPARTING, WITH OUR
THANKS FOR THEIR
SERVICE:

We are now beginning to take food donations again, and especially welcome donations of staples. We
are in need of canned green beans, corn, fruit, tuna and chicken, jars of peanut butter and pasta sauce,
packages of brown rice and boxes of cereal.

Lynne Bekkering
Judy Williams

WELCOMING THIS YEAR:

“Mix” packages can help families celebrate special times. The items can be put together in large lunch
or freezer bags. Some examples would be pizza packages (Boboli or other crust, bag of pepperoni, can of
sauce and bag of mozzarella cheese) or birthday packages (cake mix, icing tub, cupcake papers, paper
plates, candles and noisemakers). We’ve had groups do these packages in the past and they are always so
appreciated!

Brad Heywood
Lavon Jonson
Bob Russell
Rev. Dr. Ryan Tinetti
Mac Whisner

231.882.9544
2804 Benzie Highway • P.O. Box 93
benziebacn.org • Follow us on Facebook

BENZI E AREA CHRI STI AN NEI GHBORS
A CARI NG COMMUNI T Y OF NEI GHBORS HELPI NG NEI GHBORS

A SEASON OF

SHARING
WINTER 2020

NI CE TO MEE T YOU!
I’m Ryan Tinetti, pastor of Trinity Lutheran Church in Arcadia
and a member of the BACNBoard since June of this year. I came
to northern Michigan two years ago after being a missionary,
finishing seminary, and pastoring in several locations. Wife Anne
and I, along with our four children Sam (12), Luis (10), Beatrice
(7) and Elisabeth (3), are very much enjoying being part of the
Arcadia community.
After growing up downstate near Lake Orion, I’ve found northern
Michigan to be a totally different animal.
What has surprised me most in this
area is the stark division between
our residents’ income. We seem
to have three different groups—
those in poverty, those working
but still scraping to get by, and
those of greater wealth. Our
solid middle class seems to be
disappearing.

By nature of my work and skill set, I’m a communicator. I saw
joining the BACNBoard as an opportunity to develop a deeper
understanding of the area’s challenges, and to be a person
fostering peace within my community: An instrument of
Shalom. There is urgent need here, and some don’t realize BACN
serves northern Manistee County. I plan to clearly communicate
the vital work being done at BACN, and fortify those Manistee
County connections.
In the following pages, people have taken time to share stories
of a connection to BACN, and the resulting impact on their
lives. I hope you enjoy reading and getting to know a few of
your neighbors a bit better. 2020 has been a year of many
challenges, and we can help each other by sharing our thoughts
and listening to one another. Wishing you the joy, peace and
understanding of the season!
Shalom,
Pastor Ryan Tinetti

NEIGHBORS SHARING WITH
W HE N F O O D M A K E S A L L
T HE D I F F E R E N C E
(Note—identifying information has been
obscured for this story, to protect the
foster children involved)
During a mission trip to Haiti, pediatric medical professional
Tina Wells moved there to work through years of adoption
obstacles. After moving back to LA, more children were added
to her household until the total became five--a mixture of
adoptees and fosters. Two are deaf, one has severe emotional
and physical limitations, and three have needed extensive
dental surgery due to years of neglect.
Tina moved the family to Grand Rapids to be near family who
could help with childcare. This scenario was working well until
her eldest child was accepted to Interlochen Arts Academy.
At that time, the family moved north to be near Interlochen
and Tina continued to drive the other children to Grand Rapids
each week for her employment and childcare.

B R E NDA A NDE R S ON
Each year approximately 30 students are in
various stages of working toward their GED
through BACN’s partnership with Northwest
Michigan Works/TBAISD. In March when
COVID-19 began closing everything, Brenda
Anderson was one of those students. Unable
to come into BACNto study with her instructor,
she persevered electronically.
She says, “I decided to get my GEDwhen my
job of 18 years seemed to be slowing down.
I went to BACN to see if they could help me. I was so surprised they paid for
everything and supplied the books I would need. The biggest challenge was
studying on my own after being out of school for 30 years. My instructor from
BACN helped guide me on where I needed to study the most. It was a great
experience to have this chance to get my GED. I’m glad I decided to try. Thanks
to BACNI am able to say I graduated!

T HE T E A M WO R K O F S TA M P

Then COVID-19 struck, suspending Tina’s employment at the
same time her car decided to stop running. “We had learned
to live on a very tight budget, and were doing OKuntil we had
a car payment. Then all at once the grocery bill was killing us,”
she sighs. She learned of BACNwhile attending a single mom’s
group in Traverse City, and called for help.

For 10 years, the STAMP(St. Andrews Mission Project) Teamhas worked to provide
home improvements for Benzie County residents. These improvements are
designed to make homes warmer, safer and drier. In 2020, COVID-19 limited the
team’s ability to be inside the homes, and also limited the number of volunteers
who were able to work. Still, the team was able to come together and construct
four access ramps for local homes.

“The food help at BACN makes all the difference to us,” she
says. “With what I save on groceries, I’m able to purchase
things like toothpaste and diapers, which are not covered
expenses for foster families. I feel spoiled and grateful by the
abundance of fresh fruits and vegetables we come home with,
and also the treats. One time we even got a cheesecake! Can
you imagine? My oldest child loves cheesecake but I would
never spend money on one.”

Reverend Jack Harnish says, “The STAMP program depends on Jim Jackway and
Judy Harnish to do the organizing, but the work gets done by the volunteers. STAMP
gives us the opportunity to be part of a team, and it makes all of us feel good about
working together to make a difference.”

Tina never envisioned that, as a professional single woman,
raising children cast aside by society was would become her
life’s mission. “We’ve all heard stories of mothers abandoning
newborns and then people say, “I would have taken that baby
in a heartbeat.” But, would they? I looked at these children and
thought, “If not me, then who?” We won’t always need BACN,
but I’mso grateful to themfor getting us through this moment.”

The home of Gale and Ray Jacobs received
one of the ramps this year. Gale expressed
her deep gratitude: “I have severe
arthritis—can walk short distances, but
use an electric wheelchair most of the
time. We’ve needed this ramp for over a
year, but wood has gotten so expensive
and is in short supply. We just didn’t have
the money. We want the STAMP team to
know how much we appreciate what they
did. They were so kind and pleasant—I just
don’t think they know how great they are!”

“ THOUSANDS OF CANDLES CAN BE LIT FROM A SINGLE CANDLE, AND THE LIFE OF THE
CANDLE WILL NOT BE SHORTENED. HAPPINESS NEVER DECREASES BY BEING SHARED.”

												

- BUDDHA

NEIGHBORS
FA L E C HI A B A R R Y

T O M V I NE T T E

Falechia was helped financially through BACN’S connection to
mAIDens of Michigan. She calls her life—a very challenging past
leading to her triumphant today—“an amazing journey.”

A visit with a coordinator
has long been a hallmark
step in receiving help
from BACN. Traditionally,
this visit is a face-to-face
time of sharing, but COVID-19 has brought some
temporary change to the process. For now, the
initial contact for eachvisit is over the phone. Tom
Vinette, a BACNvolunteer serving as coordinator,
can see the positives of this change.

Her younger years were riddledwithstruggles. At age 14, she droppedout of
high school due to dealing with the trauma of a sexually abusive stepfather
and a mentally unstable mother. For ten years, she struggled with cyclical
homelessness on the streets of Denver, Colorado before moving to Kaleva
in 2014 to care for her mother and mentally declining grandmother. Shortly
after her move, she entered into a relationship which became abusive, and for five years struggled to
secretly save enoughmoney toleave. Whenshe finally managedtoleave, she againbecame homeless.
Her ex stole paychecks out of her mailbox, causing her bills to go into collections.
Help from BACNand many others helped begin a completely different path. While earning her
GEDfromthe Manistee Learning Lab (Northwest Michigan Works), she was admitted to the Adult
Education Honor Society and given a letter of recommendation to the college of her choice.
BACNand the mAIDens of Michigan allowed her to reduce expenses, repair her car and retire
enough debt to stop her second job and focus on her studies. (More about the mAIDens, below)
Falechia now gives this happy update: “I have an apartment and amenrolled in the Northwest
Michigan College Freshwater Studies program. I would like to say thank you—thank you to the
Domestic Violence Advocates of Northern Michigan, to Northwest Michigan Works, to BACNand
to the mAIDens. I amnow living my dream, and I could never have done this alone.”

M A I D E N S O F M I C HI G A N
Twelve years ago, Brenda Biederman and friends began
helping women based on the principals in the book,
“Women in Philanthropy”. Co-authored by Brenda’s
friend Sondra Shaw-Hardy, and Martha A. Taylor, the
book inspired the women to act within their own circle
of friends and communities.
Brenda says,” We chose to forgo registering as a 501(c)(3) so we have total latitude in who we help
and what we do with the money. Every single penny we raise goes straight to the recipients, and
none of our donors get a tax write-off. This systemmaximizes the help we are able to give.”
Over the years, mAIDens of Michigan have helped six different women through BACN, for things
such as professional development, tuition, computers, book fees and car repairs. Traditionally,
the mAIDens holdtwo annual carry-in potlucks andbring their checkbooks. After the gatherings,
a committee of ten meet to immediately distribute funds to applicants.
“This past summer would have been our 25th meeting, but we were unable to gather due to
COVID,” Brenda shares. “But we had so many requests and the needs were dire. We sent letters
to the members, asking for help. We were able to raise twice what we had raised in previous
meetings. For our holiday gathering, we’ll do the same. We have wonderful women in this
community who understand that even if the meetings have stopped, the needs haven’t.”

“Especially when people are new, the first
phone call to BACN is a hard one to make,”
he says. “People don’t want to ask for help,
they want to be self-sufficient. The telephone
can be a unique means of reaching people in
crisis. Through the years, I’ve had experience in
counseling people over the phone, so this has
not seemed awkward to me. It’s sometimes
easier to NOT be face-to-face. Many people
begin the conversation seeming shy and very
worried. My goal is that by the end of the
conversation they are pleasantly surprised.”
The pandemic’s overall focus on avoiding inperson visits has been difficult for many. Tom
acknowledges that some people miss coming
in and seeing familiar faces, and that they
might chat just a little longer on the phone. He
sometimes hears the anxiety coming through
the line. “I’ve been asked, “Tom, how long is this
going to last?” Embedded in that question is
actually the sub-question of, “Is my life going to
completely implode?””
As a volunteer Tom appreciates the health
department protocolsandBACN’scareful approach
in opening carefully and gradually. Some aspects
of BACN’s current process seem streamlined and
can bring quick access to help. “There may not be
many places where you can make a phone call,
register for helpandgopick upfoodall inthe same
day—it’s pretty seamless and efficient. But our
personal touch—those phone conversations—are
where we can still showheart.”

A F I R S T-T I M E D O NO R S HA R E S
“We are sad that for the first time since 2000, we are unable to travel to our Betsie River cottage in Thompsonville. We are giving
money to BACNto help the community. If we were there, we would have spent money at all local gas stations and for kayaking the
Platte River. We also would have spent at Nugent Ace Hardware, Crystal Mountain, Shop NSave, Rosie’s, Geno’s, Pappanos, Cherry
Hut, LaChayim, Hungry Tummy, Roadhouse, Cool Sport, Stormcloud and more. Hang in there we are keeping you all in our prayers!”
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A BACN SECRET SANTA?

Molly Harrison

Each year we like to share items which are a treat for our Neighbors, in particular the adults. Many
times the adults make sure the children have special holiday items, but quietly do without for
themselves. These are items such as: Brand new blankets and throws, warm pajama sets, warm
slippers, small cans of coffee, packages of assorted teas, and tins of roasted nuts.

Brad Heywood

ARE YOU IN NEED OF HELP AND LIVE IN BENZIE OR NORTHERN MANISTEE COUNTIES?
BACN WELCOMES YOU!

Sally Dutton

Rev. Patty Higgins
Lavon Jonson
Linda Kehr | Secretary
Geroge Marsh | Vice President
John O’Neal | Treasurer
Bob Russell
Penny Szczechowski
Julie Tebo

As we look toward 2021, we are continuing to followlocal health department recommendations for being open (distancing,
masks, hand-washing and hand-sanitizer). Please know we are continually in communication with our local health
department, and will post any changes on the BACNwebsite and our Facebook page. For now:
• The Food Pantry remains a drive-up model. This allows us to most efficiently distribute food to the largest numbers
		 of Neighbors each day we are open. Please knowthat any time you do not need the bag(s) of staples, you can
		 always let us knowthat when you call. Your visit can consist of choosing fromthe fresh produce, milk, eggs, meat,
		 toiletries and laundry supplies as needed. To arrange a pick-up time, please call us Monday through Thursday
		 between 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. BACN’s number is 231-882-9544
• The Clothing Center  remains open by appointment, for 15-minute visits. The clothing center currently offers
		 seasonal clothing, shoes and accessories, bedding, towels, pots and pans, dishes. Please call for appointment.
• GEDand Adult Learning Lab is open at BACNby appointment. For more information Please call Sue at BACN.
• Utility and other Financial Assistance continues, and partner agencies are back at BACN. For information and
		 appointments, please call.
Weather Reminder: If either Benzie County Central or Frankfort/Elberta Area Schools are closed due to
weather, BACNwill also be closed. We’ll share on Facebook as soon as we know!

Rev. Dr. Ryan Tinetti
Gwen Van Dorp | President
Gerri VanAntwerp | Executive Director
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